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Editorial

What do we want to know about the relationship of wealth
or income to nutrition?

An understanding of the relationship of assets or income

to nutrition can serve as an important stimulus for policy.

In particular, if there is a sharp gradient of nutritional

status as one moves away from poverty, then a different

set of programmes might be prioritized than if – as is

often the case – there is only a modest gradient.

While many data sets such as Demographic and Health

Surveys lack income or expenditure information to

address this issue, Filmer and Pritchett(1) have shown that

asset indices can be conveniently used to map the rela-

tionship of economic status to nutrition. This technique –

now widely used – also addresses the fact that a graphic

or regressional analysis of the association of an outcome

with one that is measured with substantial error (as are

expenditures and income) is biased towards zero in

proportion to the measurement error. The construction of

an asset index sweeps out most of the measurement error

and thus reduces this bias appreciably. However, a

measure of income or expenditures that is predicted from

assets also has this appreciable advantage over directly

reported income.

Mohsena et al.(2) present an alternative to asset indices

(or as they term these, poverty indices) that has two

inherent advantages; it is simple to collect and it is car-

dinal while asset indices are ordinal. Once ranked with an

asset index, households are generally placed in equal-

sized groups such as quintiles. When a large share of a

population is malnourished – e.g. 48?4 % are stunted in

the sample in Mohsena et al. – by construction, there

will be a large share of the malnourished excluded from

the poorest quintile. In contrast, with the possession score

used by Mohsena et al., the number of households in

each classification is variable and depends on the dis-

tribution of these possessions in the communities studied.

This most likely contributes to the stronger correspon-

dence of the index employed by Mohsena et al. and

nutritional outcomes as compared with an asset or pov-

erty index. But it cannot be the whole story since the

slopes of these relationships differ significantly with

malnutrition rates declining much more rapidly with an

increased number of possessions than the rates decline

with higher asset rankings.

It is these slopes rather than the evident ability of the

index to proxy for malnutrition rates that are most note-

worthy. The latter ability to serve as a marker has only

a modest practical use since there is little difference in

the relative ease of collecting anthropometric indicators

of nutritional status and collecting even the most acces-

sible information on household possessions while the

direct measures of nutritional status are clearly more

valuable for virtually any application. Unfortunately,

while the difference in slopes performs a service in

reminding researchers to double check their assumptions,

they provide little assistance in addressing many of the

key policy questions around socio-economic status.

Absent a structural model of behaviour it is not only

difficult to determine which of two contrasting results is

a more valid reflection of the true relation of economic

status and other dimensions of welfare, it is also a chal-

lenge to go to more general inference.

Mohsena et al. are careful to report their results as

an association. A strong one, to be sure, but nevertheless

not a causal model of how possessions might influence

nutritional outcomes. There are, in contrast, various

plausible models indicating how income affects nutrition

through the purchase of food and health services and

through investments in education as well as in access to

water and sanitation. One of the earliest attempts to link

medical and socio-economic frameworks is Mosley and

Chen(3), although there have been numerous variants

since. Economists tend to express similar approaches in

terms of assets and knowledge used to determine which

inputs to combine into a health production function. This

difference of terminology sometimes obscures both the

areas of disciplinary overlap as well as the region of

complementarities(4).

Still, it remains essential that appropriate conceptual

models are applied to indicate what improved socio-

economic status can, and cannot, do to address mal-

nutrition. Economists often overestimate the speed at

which national income growth, even when evenly dis-

tributed, will reduce malnutrition and thus they under-

estimate the need for specific public health interventions.

When considering investment priorities, governments

may assume that robust income growth will bring suffi-

cient improvements in nutritional status or that increasing

food production will be adequate to address undernutrition.

Evidence from household surveys or from cross-country

comparisons, however, indicate that growth rates similar

to historic patterns will take generations to reduce

malnutrition(5,6). For example, although Alderman(7) finds

that income growth will have a positive and statistically
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significant impact on undernutrition in rural Uganda, the

same study shows that with a 5 per cent rate of per capita

income growth – substantially larger than the average for

the last decade – it would take 33 years to reduce the

current underweight rates by half. If per capita income

growth rises to 8 per cent – a rate difficult to attain, let

alone sustain, the number of years required to halve

undernutrition drops to 14 per cent.

Similarly, the relationship of possessions to nutrition

provides only an indirect answer to another debate

around the social policy: the degree to which social

transfers address malnutrition. As currently designed,

some transfer programmes may provide a sufficiently

large share of income to low-income households to

enable a meaningful improvement of nutrition. But to

understand this prospect better, one needs a parameter

that will calculate the impact of these transfers. One wants

to know how much transfer is needed to effect a beha-

viourally meaningful change(8). It would also be valuable

to assess whether or not the mode of income transfer

influences care giving or health seeking in a manner that

exceeds the impact of income growth(9,10). Unfortunately,

indices – whether cardinal or ordinal – cannot easily be

directly applied to ex ante assessment of a change in

resources that the household commands. This drawback

is in part because the metric – units of assets or posses-

sions – differs from the metric by which income growth or

transfer programmes are measured. Moreover, it is hard

to indicate the causal pathway of income – or the causal

role of other programmes and services controlling for

income – looking at possessions that are themselves the

result of income growth, rather than the cause. Ultimately,

the same rigour on defining causal models in economic

analysis as is used in determining preferred health

strategies needs to be applied to debates on the role of

income generation.

Harold Alderman

The World Bank
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